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Language: An Introduction NEW
Winfred P. Lehmann, University of Texas
Past President, Linguistic Society of America
Teaches traditional and generative linguistics without complex terminology, also cover-
ing the history of language and its uses in society. 'Stressing the nature and function of
language, Lehmann clearly presents current research on such topics as universals,
semantics, text and historical linguistics. Provides many exercises, maps, and glossary.
December 1982/320 pages/paperback/order code: 32746-2

A Living Language: The History and Structure of English
W. F. Bolton, Rutgers University
A comprehensive history of the English language that also introduces linguistic con-
cepts, follows developments in language study, and incorporates many literary texts
from Beowulf to Baraka.
1982/461 pages/hardbound/order codes: 32280 (Text), 32921 (Instructor's Manual)

Readings in Applied English Linguistics, 3rd edition
Harold Allen, University of Minnesota; Michael Linn, University of
Minnesota, Duluth
A thoroughly updated collection of basic essays covering recent trends in linguistic
theory and in the applied fields of ESL, composition teaching, usage, linguistics and
literature, child language, and lexicography.
1982/592 pages/paperback/order code: 32750

Language Power
Carol Boltz and Dorothy Seyler, both of North Virginia Community
College
This collection offers S4 basic readings on language—specifically word choice, sentence
structure, and language manipulation. Practical and accessible selections help students
to understand the importance of language and to apply this understanding to their own
writing. Included are numerous exercises, a glossary of critical terms, and full
bibliography.
1982/303 pages/paperback/order code: 32969

For examination copies, please unite to:

Random House
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, Maryland 21157
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Discourse Strategies
Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics 1
JOHN J. GUMPERZ
Professor Gumperz synthesizes fundamental research on communication
from a wide variety of disciplines and develops an original and broadly-based
theory of conversational inference which shows how verbal communication
can serve either to reinforce or to overcome the still formidable barriers that
exist between individuals of different ethnic and social backgrounds.

Hard covers £17.50 net
Paperback £5.95 net

Language and Social identity
Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics 2
Edited by JOHN J. GUMPERZ
The studies collected here examine, from a broad sociolinguistic perspective,
the sorts of face to face verbal exchange that are characteristic of industrial
societies, and the volume as a whole pointedly demonstrates the role played
by communicative phenomena in establishing and reinforcing social identity.

Hard covers £20.00 net
Paperback £6.95 net

Variation in an English Dialect
A Sociolinguistic Study
JENNY CHESHIRE
This volume presents the first systematic account of the morphological and
syntactic differences between standard English and a non-standard (working
class) variety of English. The author's original data come from recordings of
everyday conversations between adolescent boys and girls and show how
the speakers use a variable mixture of standard and non-standard forms.
Cambridge Studies in Linguistics 37 E 1 6 - 0 0 n e t

Spanish in the united States
Sociolinguistic Aspects
Edited by JON AMASTAE and LUCIA ELIAS-OLIVARES
The contributors to this volume examine various aspects of language
structure and language use by the Chicano, Puerto Rican, and Cuban
populations in the United States, aspects of language contact and change,
and the ethnography of language in bilingual communities.

Hard covers £30.00 net
Paperback £10.95 net

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
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Dialogues
The late ROMAN JAKOBSON and KRYSTYNA POMORSKA
In these dialogues with Krystyna Pomorska, Roman Jakobson recalls and
reflects upon the work that has had such a dramatic and often controversial
impact on modern thinking about linguistics and literature, and provides a
vivid memoir of the unique social and cultural background to his careec
This edition is not for sale in the USA or Canada £12.50 net

Do Languages Obey General Laws?
P. H. MATTHEWS
The text of the inaugural lecture delivered by Peter Matthews to mark his
appointment to the Chair of Linguistics in the University of Cambridge.
Professor Matthews believes that languages do not follow general laws, and
that linguistics cannot be a predictive science, and he argues that only when
linguists share this conviction will they begin to search for the right sorts of
explanation. Paperback £1.95 net

English word-formation
LAURIE BAUER
Dr Bauer here provides a new perspective on a confused and often
controversial field of study, and he clearly demonstrates the challenge and
intrinsic fascination which the study of word-formation exerts Although the
illustrative material is principally drawn from English, general points are
illustrated from a variety of languages. Hard covers about £20.00 net
Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics Paperback about £7.25 net
Forthcoming (March)

The Mesoamerican Indian
Languages
JORGE A. SUAREZ
A general survey of the indigenous languages of Mesoamerica Professor
Suarez presents an original typological account of the various languages and
a classification that takes into consideration recent advances in knowledge.
Much of the volume is concerned with synchronic descriptions of phonology,
morphology and syntax, but there are also important sections on the cultural,
social and political background. Hard covers about £25.00 net
Cambridge Language Surveys Paperback about £7.50 net
Forthcoming (May)

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
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Jack Emory Davis

The Spanish of Argentina and Uruguay
An Annotated Bibliography for 1940-1978

1982. 15 x 23 cm. X, 360 pages.
Hardback. DM 128,-; approx. £33.50 ISBN 90 279 3339 1
(Janua Linguarum, Series Maior 105)

Included in this bibliography dealing with the Spanish of Argentina und Uruguay are
books, journals, newspapers, book reviews, and a number of noteworthy doctoral
dissertations, plus the author's own descriptive-critical annotations.

R. M. W. Dixon

Where Have All the Adjectives Gone?
and Other Essays in Semantics and Syntax

1982. 15 x 23 cm. XIV, 256 pages.
Hardback. DM 68, - ; approx. £ 17.80 ISBN 90 279 3309 X
(Janua Linguarum, Series Maior 107)

The main function of language is to communicate meaning. These essays take
meaning as their starting point - for the study of systems of folk taxonomy and
grammatical gender, for comparison of word classes across language, and for
explanation of the semantic basis of grammatical categories.

Gerald Prince

Narratology
The Form and Functioning of Narrative

1982.15 x 23 cm. XIV, 184 pages.
Hardback. DM 60, - ; approx. £16.90 ISBN 90 279 3090 2
(Janua Linguarum, Series Maior 108)

Narratology, a relatively new term, examines what all narratives have in common
and what allows them to be narratively different. It is concerned with the traits which
distinguish narrative from other signifying systems and with modalities of these
traits. Its corpus consists of all extant narratives and its primary task is the elabora-
tion of instruments leading to the explicit description of narratives and the compre-
hension of their functioning.

Prices are subject to change without notice

mouton publishers
^ ^ • ^ • • • ^ ^ ^ ^ • M H Berlin • New York • Amsterdam I
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Slips of the Tongue and Language Production
Edited by Anne Cutler

1982. 14,8 x 22,8 cm. II, 293 pages.
Paperback. DM 40 , - ; approx. £11.25 ISBN 90 279 3120 8

This collection of papers presenting recent psycholinguistic research on slips of the
tongue aims to further our understanding of the process of language production
and its correct operation by observing what happens when the process functions
incorrectly.

Nonverbal Communication Today
Current Research
Edited by Mary Ritchie Key

1982.15 x 23 cm. XIV, 319 pages.
Hardback. DM 105,-; approx. £27.50 ISBN 90 279 3050 3
(Contributions to the Sociology of Language 33)

Focusing on human interaction, these background studies cover such topics as
animal communication, cognition, eye behaviour, emotions, infant and child be-
haviour, expressions of the deaf, quantum scattering theory, cerebral specialization,
acquisition of language, gestural language, and judicial behaviour.

Everett Austin Hale

Research in Tibeto-Burman Languages

1982.15 x 23 cm. VIII, 213 pages.
Hardback. DM 92, - ; approx. £24.50 ISBN 90 279 3379 0
(Trends in Linguistics, State-of-the-Art Reports 14)

This study provides a brief familiarization survey on what has been written on Tibeto-
Burman languages and a discussion of current research problems. It is written for
students new to the field and for those who have spezialized in other fields of
linguistic research and aims primarily to provide an overview of synchronic descrip-
tions of Tibeto-Burman languages and of comparative diachronic studies.

Prices are subject to change without notice

UK Agents:
Global Book Resources Ltd.
109 Great Russell Street,
London WC1B 3NA
Phone (01) 580 2633

mouton publishers
I Berlin • New York • Amsterdam I
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International Review
of Applied Linguistics
in LanguageTeaching

Editors
Prof. Dr. Berth Malmberg, Lund
Prof. Dr. Gerhard Nickel, Stuttgart
Assistant Editor: Dr. Dietrich Nehls, Stuttgart
ISSN 0019-042X
Subscription per volume DM96,—
additional postage DM 4,—
Single copies DM 28,—

ENGLISH WORLD-WIDE
A JOURNAL OF VARIETIES OF ENGLISH

Editor: Dr. Manfred Gorlach, Heidelberg
ISSN 0172-8865
Subscription per volume DM 56,-
additional postage DM 4,-
Single copies DM 29,-

JOURNAL OF
LITERARY SEMANTICS
An International Review

Editor: Trevor Eaton
Academic Headquarters
Language Centre, University of
at Canterbury, England
ISSN 0341-7638
Subscription per volume
Single copies

ftffijp JULIUS GROOS
^^SnaSiD** P.O.Box 102423 • D-6900

Kent

DM 36 , -
DM 20,—

VERLAG
Heidelberg 1
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Oxford Courses for
Cambridge Exams

First Certificate Skills Themes for Proficiency
Saxon Menne Carole Robinson

A new approach to teaching and This book provides a source of wide-
learning for the First Certificate ranging texts and practice material for
Examinations as it is now and as it every part of the Cambridge Proficiency
will be from 1984. The material and Examination. It can be used in class as
the layout in this new book makes a course or as flexible supplementary
learning for the First Certificate as examination material to suit student
stimulating and as useful as learning needs and syllabus requirements,
on any other non-examination course.
A Teacher's Edition, and a cassette of
listening material is also available.

For farther Information on either of the above titles please write to English Language Teaching
Department, Oxford University Press, Walton Street, Oxford 0X2 6DP, England.

Oxford University Press ww

Language, Society, and
Paleoculture
ESSAYS BY E D G A R C. P O L O M i

Edited by Anwar S. Dil. These 18 essays treat three aspects of a leading
sociolinguist's research on language, culture, and society: the lan-
guages of eastern and central Africa, the process of creolization, and
linguistic paleontology and the reconstruction of proto-culrures. Part
I offers a sociolinguistic perspective on the language policies of Zaire
and Tanzania. Part II contains papers on Swahili, tracing its develop-
ment in Zaire and dealing with its modernization in Tanzania. Part III
explores the theory of creolization. Part IV concerns the use of lexical
data to probe the cultural and religious past of the Indo-Europeans
and the Bantus. This is the 19th volume in the series Language Science
and National Development. $20.00

Order from your bookstore, please

Stanford University Press
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NEW ACCENTS
Poetry as Discourse

ANTONY EASTHOPE

This book sets out to read the English
tradition - from Shakespeare to Eliot - as a
single discourse, committed to certain
assumptions about language, society and
individuality, and denying others. A
consistent basis for the canon is found in the
formal qualities of poetry, and especially in
the use of iambic pentameter and a poetic
technique to give the effect of an individual
voice 'really' speaking. Historical
variations in the discourse are considered
through analysis of poems by Shakespeare,
Pope, Wordsworth, Eliot and Pound.

192 pages (May 1983)
Hardback 0416327206 £8.50
Paperback 0416327303 £3.50

Orality and Literacy
The technologizing of the word
WALTER JONG
Orality and Literacy surveys and interprets
the work done during the last few decades
on the profound changes in thought
processes and in personality and social
structures brought about by the invention
of writing and the transformation of
primary oral cultures. The new
understanding of the basically formulary
psychodynamics of cultures untouched by
writing and of contrasting ways of
conceiving and managing knowledge
through writing, printing and electronics,
has deep implications for many fields of
knowledge, not only literary studies and
hermaneutics, but also cultural
anthropology, linguistics and
psychoanalysis.
212 pages
Hardback 041671370X £7.95
Paperback 0416713807 £3.50

METHUEN

ACADEMIC PRESS
Perspectives in Neurolinguistics, Neuropsychology and Psycholinguistics

EXCEPTIONAL LANGUAGE
AND LINGUISTICS

edited by Loraine K. Obler and Lise Menn
October 1982, 384pp., 0.12.523680.8
f 34.501 £22.80 (UK only)

This work is connected with the relationship of exception language data to
linguistic theory. The coverage includes: language in aphasia and senile
dementia; child acquisition of phonology; acquisition of second languages;
pidgins and Creoles; language death; language in special populations and
situations; intentional and unintentional creativity; special modalities;
language changes. This volume challenges the reliance of many linguists on
traditional theory, and argues for expansion of theoretical generalizations
to account for "deviant", yet systematic, patterns of language behavior.

24-28 OVAL ROAD, LONDON, NWl 7DX
111 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10003,USA
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THE LINGUISTICS ASSOCIATION
The Linguistic* Association of Great Britain Persons interested in linguistics are eligible
was founded in 1959 to promote the study of for election as members, subject to the appro-
linguistics and to provide for its members both val of the Committee. Subscribing members
a forum for discussion and facilities for cp- may receive the Journal of Linguistics at the
operation in furtherance of their interest in special rate of £10.00 per annum. Application
linguistics. The Association holds annual forms for membership may be obtained from
spring and autumn meetings, at which original the membership Secretary, Dr A. Crompton,
papers are presented in plenary sessions and Dept. of Linguistics, University of Notting-
in workshops devoted to special interests. ham. University Park, Nottingham NG7 3RD

COMMITTFF VTPMUPRC: Meetings Secretary: Dr M. Wheeler, Dept. of
COMMITTEE MEMBERS Linguistics. University of Liverpool, P.O.

Chairman: Dr N. V. Smith, Dept. of Phone- Box 147, Liverpool L69 3BX.
tics and Linguistics, University College Treasurer: Dr J. Payne, Dept. of General
London, Gower Street, London WCiE Linguistics, The University, Manchester
6BT. M13 9PL.

Hon. Secretary: Dr G. Gaidar, School of Assistant Secretary: Dr R. Coates, School
Social Sciences, University of Sussex, of Social Sciences, University of Sussex,
Fainter, Brighton BNi oQN. Palmer, Brighton BNi oQN.

Membership Secretary: Dr A. Crompton, Assistant Meetings Secretary: Dr E. H.
Dept. of Linguistics, University of Notting- Klein, School of English Language and
ham, University Park, Nottingham NG7 Literature, University of Newcastle upon
2RD Tyne, Newcastle upon Tyne NEi 7RU.

BRITISH NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR LINGUISTICS
The Chairman is Professor John Lyons of Sussex University, and the LAGB representatives
are Professor R. B. Le Page of York University and Dr G. Gaidar, School of Social Sciences,
University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton BNi 9QN.

LINGUISTICS ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN
AUTUMN MEETING 198a

The Autumn Meeting was held at the University of Kent on 32-24 September and the following
papers were presented to the Association.
Gordon Wells et al. (Bristol). ' Sequence in language development.'
Alison Davis (Ulster Polytechnic).' Do pilots speak pidgin? The syntax of aircraft radio messages

and its implications.'
Bob Boraley (UCL). 'Welsh passives.'
Rose Maclaran (Birmingham). 'On so-called pronouns and articles in English.'
Peter Zohrab (UCL). ' Referential dependency, co-indexing and co-reference.'
Hale Oztekin (UCL). 'On the implications of agreement in finite complement sentences in

Turkish.'
Susan Price (Salford). 'Comparative clauses in Castilian Spanish.'
Harold Somers (UMIST). 'The classification of events by Vendler and Dowty compared to

Chafe's and Cook's verb classification.'
Barbara Prangell (UCL). 'Aspect and markednen: in defence of a privative opposition.'
Rose Morris (UCL). 'The syntax of English aspect.'
Joanna Channell (York). '"Could we sort of meet or something?": a look at some vague ex-

pressions.'
Robyn Canton & Stephen Neale (UCL). 'On lying and misleading.'
John Partridge (Kent).' Sorry 1'
Kate Burridge (SOAS). 'On the development of negation and other related changes in Dutch.'
Joan C. Beal (Newcastle). 'Call that a complement? A diffusely diachronic look at deletion.'
Frans Plank (Hanover). 'Conditioning at a distance in morphology.'
Max Wheeler (Liverpool). 'On some claims of Atomic Phonology.'
Graham Nixon (Sheffield). 'Articulatory clarity and the (q) variable.'
Tze Chi-Wei (Edinburgh). 'Accounting for context-bound synonymy.'
D. A. Cruse (Manchester). 'The lexical relations in a taxonomic hierarchy.'
Kit-Ken Loke (York).' New evidence for the inherent meanings of sortal classifiers in Mandarin

and Cantonese.'
FUTURE MEETINGS

The Autumn Meeting 1983 will be held at the University of Newcastle, 21-23 September, the
Spring Meeting 1984 will be held at the University of Hull, 20-31 March, and the Autumn
Meeting 1984 will be held at the University of Essex, 14-16 September.
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JOURNAL OF LINGUISTICS, VOL. 19, No. 1
MARCH 1983

CONTENTS

ARTICLES
H. J. GIEGERICH: On English sentence stress and the nature of metrical structure
E. JUDITH WEINER & WILLIAM LABOV: Constraints on the agentless passive
PETER TIERSMA: The nature of phonological representation: evidence from breaking in

Friesian
THOMAS H. PETERSON: Semantic structure
ANDREW CARSTAIRS: Paradigm economy
MICHAEL A. JONES: Getting ' tough' with Hit- movement
GREGORY K. IVERSON: Voice alternations in Lac Simon Algonquin
HILARY WISE: Some functionally motivated rules in Tunisian phonology

NOTES AND DISCUSSION

WILLIS J. EDMONDSON: The descriptivist and performatives (again)

REVIEW ARTICLE

A. R. WARNER: D. W. LIGHTKK>T: Principles oj diaehronic syntax

REVIEWS
BARBARA HALL PARTEE: Fundamentals of mathematics for linguistics (Zwicky)
BERNARD COMRIE: The languages of the Soviet Union (Kilby)
GEOFFREY SAMPSON: Schools of linguistics. Competition and evolution (Lepschy)
JOHAN VAN DER AUWF.RA (ed.): The semantics o)'determine/-s (Maclaran)
MARK ARONOFF & MARY-LOUSIE KEAN (eds); Juncture: a collection of original papers

(Sommerstein)
P. H. MATTHEWS: Syntax (Miller)
A. JOSHI, B. WEBBER & I. SAG (eds), Elements of discourse understanding (Owen)
GEORGE LAKOFI & MARK JOHNSON: Metaphors we live by; DWIGHT BOLINGER:

Language the loaded weapon: the use & abuse of language today (Thome)
F. GUENTHNER & S. J. SCHMIDT (eds): Formed semantics and pragmatics for natural

languages (Kempson)
EDMUND GUSSMANN: Studies in abstract phonology (Dogil)
DEREK BICKERTON: Roots of language (Le Page)
ANNA WIERBICKA: Lingua mentalis: the semantics oj natural language (Cruse)
NANCY C. DORIAN: Language death. The life cycle of a Scottish Gaelic dialect

(Romaine)
CHARLES N. LI & SANDRA A.THOMPSON: Mandarin Chinese, a functional reference

grammar (Kratochvil)

SHORTER NOTICES

FRANS PLANK: Morplnlogische (lr-)Regtilaritciten: Aspekte der Worstnikturtheorie
(Matthews)

JERROLD KATZ: Language and other abstract objects (Pateman)

BRIEF MENTIONS

F. HENY (ed.): Binding and filtering (Borsley)
R. MAY & J. KOSTER (eds): Levels of syntactic representation (Borsley)
T. V. GAMKRELIDZE & G. I. MACAVARIANI: Sonantensystem und Ablaut in den

Kartwelsprachen (Hewitt)
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